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An Interactive Company Website Does Not Necessarily Mean Liability

As social media continues to expand on the internet, more and more businesses are developing and
setting up their own websites. These websites can include public Facebook pages, social media forum
pages and blogs. With such increasing popularity, businesses must understand the legal ramifications of
owning and running a website and allowing third party individuals to post messages or content on the
site.

A key question many business leaders ask is "whether their company is legally responsible when a third
party posts defamatory statements or illegal content on its website." Generally, the answer is no. The
Communications Decency Act of 1996, 47 U.S.C § 230, grants providers of interactive computer
services with legal immunity. Interactive computer services are defined as "any information service...that
provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer server...." Thus, while the writers
of the defamatory content may be liable for defamation, the distributors of the information, or website
owners, are not liable. This immunity is critical for any business that decides to host a website,
particularly when more and more companies have set up public Facebook pages. Indeed, recent cases
have shown that a variety of businesses, including online review forums, search engines and chat sites,
may be affected by this legislation.

Eligibility Requirements For §230

The Communications Decency Act provides that a service provider, such as an online blog host, will not
be liable for potentially unlawful, or defamatory, speech on its website, if the following three elements are
established:

The person or entity must be a provider or user of an interactive computer service;

The underlying claim must treat the service provider as a publisher or speaker of the information;
and

The communication at issue must have been provided by another information content provider.

Broad Immunity For Internet Service Providers

In applying this statute, a majority of courts have determined that Congress intended to grant "broad
immunity to entities...that facilitate the speech of others on the Internet." In Johnson v. Arden, the Eighth
Circuit held that an interactive website, where the public could post comments about businesses, was
immune to liability for defamation under § 230. In that case, a cat breeding business alleged that the
website operator conspired with its users to post multiple false statements about the business on the
website. The court noted that the majority of federal circuit courts have interpreted § 230 broadly.
Ultimately, the court held that the website was nothing more than a service provider and that it did not
exercise control over the content of the posts. Therefore, it was immune from liability for the information
produced by the third-party users of its site.

Immunity has also been extended to providers who had notice of the unlawful speech posted on their
sites. In Zeran v. America Online, Ken Zeran sued AOL for defamatory statements posted on AOL's
website bulletin board. Specifically, the posts listed Zeran's home phone number and advertised that he
was selling offensive t-shirts regarding the Oklahoma City bombing. Over a period of about five days,
Zeran contacted AOL repeatedly, to complain that the posts caused him to receive excessive phone
calls and death threats. Despite AOL's knowledge of the defamatory comments, the court held that AOL
was not liable for the third-party's posts, pursuant to section 230. The court stated that "Congress made
a policy choice...not to deter harmful online speech through the separate route of imposing tort liability
on companies that serve as intermediaries for other parties' potentially injurious messages."
Furthermore, the court held that the effects of notice-based liability would subject providers to an
"impossible burden" of monitoring the vast amount of speech communicated over the internet. Thus,
whether the defendant had notice of the defamatory posts is irrelevant for purposes of the
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Communications Decency Act.

State Court Application Of The CDA

State courts have also applied the Communications Decency Act broadly. For instance, the most
popular social media site, Facebook, was sued for defamation after four of its users posted negative
sexual comments about someone on the website. Facebook sought dismissal of the claim, asserting
immunity under § 230, as an interactive computer service. While Facebook's qualification as an
interactive computer service was undisputed, a question still existed about whether it was eligible for §
230 immunity because its "Terms of Use grant[ed] [Facebook] an ownership interest in the alleged
defamatory content."Although the Terms of Use did contain such a provision, the court determined that
Facebook's ownership interest in the content on its website was irrelevant to a § 230 analysis.
Ultimately, because Facebook was a service provider and "there was no claim [that it] had any hand in
creating the content," it was not liable under § 230.

Businesses Should Avoid Posting Their Own Comments

The best way for businesses to qualify for immunity under the Communications Decency Act is to remain uninvolved with the creation and
content of the posts on their website. Indeed, a website will be held liable for its own unlawful statements, but not for content produced by
third parties that it allows to appear online. Thus, ensuring that a website host's conduct does not rise to the level of a "content provider" is
very important. In fact, the Fourth Circuit has noted that "the scope of section 230 immunity turns on whether the service provider's actions
also make it an 'information content provider.'"

This issue was recently discussed in Hare v. Richie, when Dirty World, the owner of a gossip website with the domain name
"thedirty.com," was sued for defamatory comments posted on the website about Hare. Dirty World filed a motion to dismiss, claiming
protection under the Communications Decency Act. Whether the website was an information content provider of the allegedly defamatory
comments, and thus unable to be provided immunity under §230, was the central issue in the case. The posts were largely written by
users of the defendant-website. However, multiple comments were published, in reply to the posts, by the founder and editor of the
website, Nik Richie. Ultimately, the court denied Dirty World's motion, finding that Richie's comments may satisfy the elements of
defamation and thus, could expose the website to liability. However, the court explicitly stated that Dirty World "will be free to raise the
issue of §230(c)(1) immunity" in a motion for summary judgment, for the posts made by its users. Further, the court also noted that Dirty
World could address, in the same motion, whether the thedirty.com founder's comments actually did constitute defamation, which the court
seemed to believe they did not. Thus, a business should be careful, or avoid, posting comments of its own in response to its users
potentially unlawful posts.

Service providers still enjoy immunity even if they exercise some discretion about what comments are posted on their website. For
example, in Dimeo v. Max, Max had a blog and message board on which multiple people allegedly posted defamatory comments about
Dimeo.While maintaining this blog, Max did not post all of the comments submitted. Instead, he selected, removed and edited posts that
appeared on the message board. Whendeciding whether Max was liable for these defamatory posts, the court referred to the three
elements to establish immunity under section 230. Under that analysis, the court found that two of the three elements for § 230 immunity
were easily established: (1) The blog was a service provider because multiple users were able to access it and post comments; and (2)
Dimeo's claim of defamation treated Max as the speaker of the comments. Therefore, the sole element at issue was whether Max's
editorial actions demonstrated that he had developed the content of the posts. The Court held that Max was not a content provider because
the posts were completely authored by the users. Furthermore, the court reasoned that if editing comments meant that a service provider
could be held liable, then providers who removed defamatory content would also be held liable.Therefore, to prove that an entity is a
"content provider," evidence of more than editing and selecting comments to post must exist.

For Further Consideration

Today, it is becoming more and more common for businesses, of all varieties, to maintain a presence on the internet through a company
website. Often included on these sites is a comment section, or discussion area, for visitors and users to post their own ideas.
Unfortunately, not every comment made by such visitors is lawful. However, companies should be comforted to know that they are
protected from liability for their users' unlawful comments, under the Communications Decency Act.

With that said, companies must take the essential steps to be eligible for this significant legal protection. Most importantly, businesses that
decide to host a website with an area allowing comments, should exercise very little control over the postings. While a company may edit
the forum in a limited fashion, by deleting comments or choosing what to publish, the posts should be created entirely by the users;
thereby minimizing the business' association with the unlawful content as much as possible. An easy way to avoid liability is to ensure that
the company's own employees do not create potentially unlawful comments and post them on the site. By limiting their website to merely
an intermediary for visitor's comments, businesses will remain up-to-date with technology and ensure their eligibility for immunity under the
Communications Decency Act.

The content of this article is intended to provide a general guide to the subject matter. Specialist advice should be sought about your
specific circumstances.

Specific Questions relating to this article should be addressed directly to the author.
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California Law Limits Employer Access To Employee Social Media (Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz)
California Governor Jerry Brown has signed into law a bill which largely prevents employers from obtaining information
from employees and job applicants about their social media activities.

Get Drawn To Our New Sweepstakes Comic, ‘Swept Away’ (Thompson Coburn LLP)
One of the reasons I enjoy working in advertising, marketing, and promotions law is the amazing variety of promotions
that come across my desk, each somehow more imaginative and cutting-edge than the last.

Fired For "Liking" - Social Media Use At Your Job (Cozen O'Connor)
Giving your opinion on politics or complaining about the boss to your friends via Facebook is so commonplace and
rampant that few people probably stop to think about the consequences of their posting.

The Scope Of Liability For False Advertising Claims (Venable LLP)
The crisp autumn breezes and reemergence of everything pumpkin-flavored makes us think that it’s the perfect time for
an "All About Advertising Law" seasonal refresher.

FCC Requirement For Written Consent For Telemarketing "Robocalls" And Autodialed Telemarketing
To Cell Phones To Be Effective October 16, 2013 (Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo,
P.C.)
Automated opt-out required in abandoned call recordings by November 15, 2012; in all  prerecorded telemarketing calls
by January 14, 2013.

Racing To New Off-Reservation Gaming In Oregon (Dickinson Wright PLLC)
Oregon currently has nine tribal casinos. A race is on to build new casinos to capture the Portland and Medford markets.

What’s In A Name? Everything! (Dickinson Wright PLLC)
Brand equity consultants and marketing gurus have for years preached the importance of having a distinctive brand name
as it is one of the most important factors that differentiates or distinguishes one product from another.
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